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INTRODUCTION

Past and ongoing evidence from local wolf studies (Paquet 1993, Callaghan in
progress) suggest that some human developments in Banff National Park [BNP]
block wolf movement between patches of high quality habitat. White et al. (1991)
suggest that such exclusion may be leading to imbalances in predator-prey
dynamics that, in turn, are impacting vegetation communities like aspen forests,
and the unique bird, insect and small mammal life that depend on them.
The fragmenting effects of human development on animal movement, whether it
be urban dwellings, highways, tourist resorts or recreational facilities, is
exacerbated by the topography of BNP. Extremes in elevation, slope angle,
climate and vegetation act together to restrict most wildlife species to the same
narrow valley bottoms that are most desirable for human development and
recreation.
Woodley and Theberge (1992) identify the fragmenting effects of human
development as the most serious threat to the ecological integrity of Canada's
National Parks. The loss of access to food and mates, and the lack of escape
routes from disease, fire and inbreeding, increase the risk of extinction for
impacted wildlife populations. All of these effects compromise ecological integrity
as defined in Parks Canada Policy (1994) and the National Parks Act (1988).
PURPOSE

Concern over habitat fragmentation in BNP prompted this detailed survey of
animal movement around key areas of residential and commercial development,
fenced highway interchanges, parking lots and a ski area - to assess whether or
not large mammals are still able to move around these obstructions. This is the
fourth progress report (winter 1996/97) of wildlife corridor surveys around six
study areas in BNP.

STUDY AREAS
Large mammal movements were surveyed in six study areas (Figure 1):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Banff Townsite
Two-Jack Canal
Healy Creek (TCH-Sunshine interchange)
Upper Healy Creek (Sunshine ski area parking lot)
Castle Junction
Lake Louise

Detailed descriptions for Banff Townsite, Two-Jack, Upper Healy and Castle
Junction study areas are provided in Heuer (1995). Stevens et al. (1996)
describe the Healy Creek and Lake Louise study areas .
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Wildlife Corridor Study Areas
Banff National Park
Winter 1996/1997
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METHODS

Field methods used in winter 1996/97 are consistent with those used in previous
years (see Heuer (1995) for detailed description).
In short, measured transects were monitored in identified wildlife corridors after
each snowfall. If observed, the location, number and direction of tracks for large
mammals were documented. Anything larger than pine marten were recorded.
This includes: fisher (Martes pennantl) , wolverine (Gu/o gu/o) , coyote (Canis
latrans) , wolf (Canis lupus), lynx (Lynx canadensis), cougar (Felis conc%r),
white-tailed deer (Odocoi/eus virginianus), mule deer (Odocoi/eus hemonius) , elk
(Cervus e/aphus), moose (A Ices alces), bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis),
mountain goat (Oreamnos american us) and porcupine (Erithizon dorsatum).
White-tailed and mule deer were recorded as deer due to the difficulty in
distinguishing their tracks from one another.
Snow conditions for winter 1996/97 were ideal for tracking. Snowfalls were
frequent and few Chinook winds arrived to melt the snowpack. As a result,
sample hours for each transect are above average levels for the past four
winters. All transects, except those in the Lake Louise study area, were
surveyed from November 4, 1996 to March 17, 1997. Monitoring in the Lake
Louise area occurred from November 11, 1996 to April 7, 1997.
A summary of transect results for each study area are provided in tables which
list actual track counts along with a track index. The index is included for
purposes of comparison - between corridors and between years - because
transect lengths and sample hours differ somewhat for each corridor. The index
expresses the number of tracks per 100m of transect per 100 hours. It was
calculated by dividing the number of track sequences crossing the transect by
the total sample hours by the total length of the transect (in meters) multiplied by
10,000.
The sample hours refer to the approximate age of tracks, determined as the
difference in time since it last snowed, was windy, snow melted or we last
checked the transect. On average, transects were monitored at least twice per
week.
RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

Results are presented in six sections - one for each study area. Where possible,
our results are compared to those of LeBlanc (1994), Heuer (1995), Stevens et
al. (1996) and Stevens and Owchar (1997) .
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BANFF TOWNSITE STUDY AREA
Area Description and Available Corridors
Heuer (1995) defines the Banff Townsite study area as a 5km zone around the
town boundary (Figure 1). The study area includes three wildlife movement
corridors: Norquay-Cascade, Fenland-Indian Grounds, and Sulphur-Golf Course
(Figure 2). Heuer (1995) provides physical and human-use characteristics for
each of the three corridors.
Results and Discussion
Five transects totaling 3305m and eight surveys (quickly checked for carnivore
tracks only) were monitored in and around the three identified corridors (Figure
2). Observed tracks are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Counts and indices of tracks in three available wildlife movement
corridors in the Town of Banff Study Area, 1996/97
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Note: Track index expresses number of tracks observed per 100m per 100 hours sampled.
* Wolf track counts are depicted as 'number of animals/number of events'. The influence of pack
structure on the individual's decision to use a corridor may make number of events a more
legitimate measure of wolf use.

Norquay-Cascade Corridor
Use of the Norquay-Cascade Corridor was measured on two transects - one at
the western end on Mt. Norquay, and another across the airfield and up the
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the Town of Banff
Study Area
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slopes of Cascade Mountain. Six species used the airfield portion of the
Corridor, only four of the six species using the airfield were recorded farther west
on the slopes of Mt. Norquay (Table 1).
Elk, deer, sheep and coyote were the most frequent users of the entire corridor.
Similar to past years, elk tracks were concentrated in the lower sections and
sheep activity on the upper slopes of both transects. Eighty three percent of the
elk on the airfield transect were documented on the open meadow of the airstrip.
Four wolves from the Cascade pack used the eastern end of the NorquayCascade corridor intensely for two nights during winter 96/97 (Figure 3). Wolf
tracks have been found behind the airfield for the past three winters but never in
this concentration and never out in the open meadow of the airstrip. Presumably,
the wolves were attracted to the area by the scent of a cougar-killed yay elk that
they scavenged within SOm of the TCH, under the cover of darkness.
As in past years of this study, wolves were not observed using the NorquayCascade corridor to access areas west of the townsite (see Norquay transect Table 1). Track sequences followed west of the cougar-killed elk on the airfield
also show an unwillingness to venture west of Stoney Squaw Mountain (Figure
3). Twice the wolves circled back east to exit the corridor near the Cadet Camp.
A third (untracked) event documented a collared wolf using the eastern end of
the corridor to link the Bow Valley east of the airfield with Forty-Mile Creek.
Cougars were documented in the Cascade-Norquay corridor four times this
winter. Three of the sequences involved lone cougars while one sequence
involved two cougars travelling together. Like wolf movements, all cougar
sequences were found in the east end of the corridor (Figure 3). The tracks of
one cougar were lost on Stoney Squaw Mountain, another used the airfield
portion of the corridor to link the Bow Valley east of the airfield with Forty Mile
Creek.
Two cougar kills were found in the eastern end of the corridor: a sheep on the
slopes of Cascade directl;y above the Cadet Camp, and a yay elk on the
airstrip SOm from the TCH. The cougar had used the open meadow of the airstrip
to kill the elk, but an ensuing snowstorm prevented tracking the animal to and
from the kill (no sequence, Figure 3). Like the wolves, cougar travel outside of
the forest had not previously been recorded in the airstrip portion of the NorquayCascade Corridor during four years of corridor monitoring.
Overall, cougar use of the eastern end of the corridor was within the range of the
past three winters. However, for the first winter since the study began four years
ago, cougar tracks were not documented in the western portion of the corridor at
the Norquay transect (Table 1).
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The lack of cougar and wolf movement recorded west of Stoney Squaw may be
indicative of the combined barrier effect of Stoney Squaw Mountain and the
Trans Canada Highway. Where cougars have moved through this area in the
past, they have either travelled well behind the cliffs of Stoney Squaw (N=4) or
squeezed between the highway fence and the Stoney Squaw rock cut (N=1) (see
past progress reports). Similarly, wolves using the airfield section of the corridor
use it either as a cul-de-sac to the west (Figure 2 this report), or as a link into the
Forty Mile Creek Valley (N=2 see past progress reports).
Part or all of these patterns of wolf use may also be explained in terms of
intraspecific territorial interactions; the Norquay-Cascade corridor falls along the
boundary between the current territories of the Bow and Cascade wolf packs and
could represent a territorial "dead end" for members of each pack.
Patterns of wolf and cougar use in the open grasslands of the airstrip and
adjacent meadows observed this past winter are encouraging, especially in light
of the airfield closure. However, it is significant to note that all wolf use of these
open areas adjacent to the TCH occurred under the cover of darkness and were
motivated by the availability of food (elk carcass).
Recommendations - Norguay-Cascade Corridor
Th~,'removal

of the bison paddock, community and government horse barns and
ca~et camp, and closure of the airstrip are underway or are scheduled to occur
over the next year in the Norquay-Cascade Corridor. These mitigations are
expected to improve the area significantly for wildlife movement. Two other
actions are recommended to further improve the function of this important wildlife
corridor:
1) Build an earthen berm immediately adjacent to the TCH fence along the
airstrip and open meadows west of the airstrip to provide visual and
auditory screening from the TCH for animals using the corridor. Clean fill
from construction projects in the townsite could be dumped along the fence
and shaped into a 3-4m-high berm over the course of many months or
years at no extra cost to Parks.
2) Research options to improve animal movement around the Stoney Squaw
rock cut (see Figure 2). Options may include:
a) a system of 2 wildlife crossings on the east side of the rock cut and
across the Norquay road near the Recreation Centre for animals to gain
access from the airfield to Vermilion Lakes; or
b) realignment of the TCH along the rail line from the government
compound to the Norquay interchange. This second option would likely
still require an animal crossing structure near the Norquay interchange to
provide wildlife access to the Vermilion Lakes Area .
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Fenland-Indian Grounds Corridor

Elk, deer and coyotes were recorded in relatively high numbers in the FenlandIndian Grounds Corridor (Table 1). Large carnivores were not recorded in the
corridor (Table 1, Figure 3). Use of this corridor by wolves or other large
carnivores has been documented only once in the four-year history of this study
(lone wolf, 94/95). Use of the narrow (155m), forested corridor, flanked by the
busy Industrial Compound and the TCH, is dominated by species that easily
habituate to human activities and development.
While relocation of the community and government horse barns will likely benefit
animal movement in the Norquay-Cascade Corridor, their new location next to
the cemetery will further lessen the chances of large carnivores finding and using
the heavily impacted Fenland-Indian Grounds Corridor.
Recommendations - Fenland-Indian Grounds Corridor
The following recommendations are tied to those made for the Norquay-Cascade
Corridor. If animal crossing structures are provided at the Stoney-Squaw rock
cut (see Figure 2), then the importance of the western end of the Fenland-Indian
Grounds Corridor (behind the Recreation Centre) is likely to increase markedly
for large carnivores. Therefore we recommend that:
1) Additional development north of the CPR mainline be prohibited west of the
existing Industrial Compound.
2) The existing 155m strip of forest between the Industrial Compound and the
TCH fence be maintained in its current state as an important route for
habituated but dangerous animals to circumvent the town without human
conflict.
Sulphur-Golf Course Corridor

Like the Norquay-Cascade Corridor, use of the Sulphur-Golf Course Corridor
was measured along two track transects: one across the Golf Course between
the cliffs of Tunnel and Rundle mountains, the other up the slope of Sulphur
Mountain at Middle Springs (Figure 2). Cougar, coyote, deer, elk and wolf were
recorded across both transects, sheep were recorded on the golf course (Table

1).
Most of the elk documented on the Golf Course transect were tracked on the
open fairways and in the river flats (87%). Deer tracks were rarely observed.
Sheep passed above the golf course once against the cliffs of Rundle and again
at the base of the cliffs on Tunnel Mountain .
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Eighty-five percent of elk tracks and 89% of deer activity documented on the
lower sections of the Sulphur transect occurred between the Middle Springs
subdivision and Wheeler House.
Both the lone cougar and the two lone wolves recorded across the golf course
transect this year passed along the narrow forested strip below the cliff of Mt.
Rundle and above the golf course road (Figure 3). Unfortunately, the cougar
tracks were lost soon after they crossed the transect due to obliteration on the
plowed golf course road. Much of the wolf activity in the area was of a lone wolf
from the Spray Valley that fed on an elk kill and bedded in the vicinity of the Banff
sewage treatment plant for a number of days.
Another lone wolf was documented across the golf course transect but was not
tracked due to poor conditions. A third lone wolf from the Cascade pack was
tracked east and north of the golf course but not across the transect (Figure 3). It
wandered in the Hoodoos area after it had crossed through a TCH animal
underpass and became separated from the remainder of the pack that was less
willing to follow.
A pack of four wolves was reported by the public on the north side of the river at
the golf course but due to a lack of snow, were neither documented nor tracked
by this study.
Sporadic use of the golf course by large carnivores has been documented in
previous years of this study. A group of three wolves were recorded across the
transect on Tunnel Mountain (94195), a lone cougar was documented below the
cliffs of Rundle (95/96), and lynx were tracked below the cliffs of Rundle in 93194.
A cougar was tracked across the slopes of Sulphur this past winter one day after
the cougar tracks were found on the golf course. This may have been the same
animal using both parts of the corridor to link the Bow Valley above and below
the Town of Banff. This is the first time in the four winters of study that we have
come close to documenting any large carnivore using both parts of this corridor
(slopes of Sulphur AND the golf course) to link the Bow Valley above and below
the Town of Banff.
Unfortunately, we have no evidence of wolves using the entire Sulphur-Golf
Course Corridor. As discussed above, lone wolves were tracked in the golf
course on three occasions this year but all five wolf sequences tracked on the
slopes of Sulphur occurred in different weeks and included two or more animals
(Figure 3). Signals from radio-collared wolves and the track sequences
themselves strongly suggest that the wolves use the slopes of Sulphur
exclusively to link the Vermilion Lakes area with the lower Spray River Valley,
NOT to link the Bow Valley above and below the town via the golf course .
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Similar to past years, three of the four passes by wolves on the slopes of Sulphur
converged at a bench 150m upslope of Wheeler House and 200m below the
cliffs of Sulphur Mountain (Figure 3). In contrast to past years, one pass by three
wolves travelled below this bench, within 200m of houses in the Middle Springs
subdivision (Figure 3). Of the four wolf passes tracked through the corridor, two
occurred at night, one during the day and for one the time was unknown.
Recommendations - Sulphur-Golf Course Corridor
The lack of wolf through-movement in the entire Sulphur-Golf Course corridor is
serious when considered in the context of other possible routes around the Town
of Banff. The narrow and heavily impacted Fenland-Indian Grounds Corridor is
not functional for large carnivores, and the location of the Norquay-Cascade
Corridor across two wolf pack territories renders it a social dead end. In effect,
we are unable to say with any confidence that a viable route exists for wolves to
link the Bow Valley above and below the Town of Banff. Short of altering the
alignment of wolf territories in the Norquay-Cascade Corridor, the best hope for
restoration of wolf movement rests in effective management of the golf course
and surrounding area. Consequently, we recommend:
1) Closure and restoration of the golf course to pristine montane conditions.
2) Closure of the east side of the lower Spray River trail loop - concentrating
human use to only one side of the valley will decrease the chance of
disturbance and encourage wolves and other large predators to access the
golf course and areas east of the Banff Townsite.
3) Construct an animal overpass or wide (>50m) span underpass across the
TCH from the Fairholme benches north of the TCH near Johnson Lake to
the lower Bow River Valley flats east of the Town of Banff. Such a structure
will give the Cascade wolf pack access to prey populations east of the golf
course and/or motivate wolves from the Bow Valley pack to move through
the golf course and beyond. At present, there is little evidence of wolves
preying on ever-increasing elk populations east of the Town of Banff.
Summary - Banff Townsite Study Area
The Town of Banff represents the most serious threat to wildlife movement in
Banff National Park. The extent of development in the Town, coupled with its
location in the most constricted portion of the lower Bow Valley, jeopradizes
wildlife movement between the middle and lower Bow Valley, and between the
Bow Valley and the watersheds of its local tributaries (the Cascade and Spray
rivers and Forty Mile Creek).
Results from this study suggest that not one of the wildlife movement corridors
around the townsite is functional for wolves. The Norquay-Cascade Corridor
functions well and the Sulphur-Golf Course Corridor functions sporadically for
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cougar. Both are used by sheep. All three routes function for habituated species
like elk, deer and coyotes.
The dysfunctional status of corridors around the Town of Banff impacts the
natural system at both the local and regional levels. Locally, Paquet (1994) and
Gibeau (1996) suggest that certain human developments in BNP are excluding
large carnivores such as wolves and grizzly bears from moving in and out of
patches of high quality habitat within the Park's boundaries.
Results from our study of the Banff Townsite area support this belief. The
dysfunctional nature of the Golf Course and Fenland-Indian Grounds corridors is
limiting predator access to the area along the Bow River between the towns of
Banff and Canmore. Such exclusion may be leading to imbalances in predatorprey dynamics that, in turn, are impacting local vegetation patterns (Paquet 1994,
White et al. 1991). Predator access from the northern side of the Bow Valley to
this area seems more probable but appears to be limited by the Cascade wolf
pack's unwillingness to use highway underpasses.
Regional impacts from the loss of animal movement around the Town of Banff
are less apparent but certainly exist. Long distance dispersers un habituated to
human development may arrive at the Town of Banff via the Spray, Cascade,
Forty Mile or Bow watersheds. Unable to find an acceptable route around the
Town, local and regional wildlife populations suffer from the lost opportunity for
genetic exchange and, with time, genetic variation.
Any loss of natural movement for wildlife should be cause for alarm - especially
inside a national park. Loss of movement for any species undermines their
ability to adapt to changing conditions. Movement permits access to resources
that are not evenly distributed, allows for escape from natural and artificial
catastrophes, and facilitates the exchange of genes. Recommendations for the
maintenance and restoration of wildlife corridors in the Banff Townsite area
should be enacted as soon as possible .
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TWO JACK CANAL STUDY AREA
Area Description and Available Corridors
The Two Jack Canal study area is located in the lower Cascade watershed of
BNP, immediately adjacent to the Bow River Valley and east of the Banff
townsite (Figure 1). The study area is roughly described as being within a fourkilometer radius of Two Jack Lake.
The purpose of monitoring this area was to document the combined effects of Mt.
Inglismaldie, Minnewanka Lake, Two Jack Lake, Johnson Lake, the Two Jack
hydro canal and the TCH fence on wildlife moving from the mouth of the
Cascade Valley to the benches of the Fairholme Range east of Banff towards
Carrot Creek.
Potential barriers to animal movement in this area include the upper slopes of Mt.
Inglismaldie, open water and poor ice formation on Lake Minnewanka, Two-Jack
Lake and the hydro canal, the Johnston Lake road, and the TCH fence.
We hypothesize that animals have four options to move through this area (Figure
4):
1) across
2) across
..3) across
4) across

Lake Minnewanka and along the slopes of Mt. Inglismaldie
Two Jack lake
the Two Jack hydro canal
the buried penstock between Johnson Lake Road and the fenced TCH

Results and Discussion
One 5070m-long transect was monitored for tracks from the upper slopes of Mt.
Inglismaldie to the TCH fence (Figure 4). Observed tracks are summarized in
Table 2. Note the large difference in sample hours for the Penstock versus other
segments of the transect. Funding for further monitoring became available partway through the winter and allowed us to expand our monitoring efforts in the
area.
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Table 2: Counts and indices of tracks in four available wildlife movement corridors
in the Two Jack Study Area 1996/97.
Corridor
.• ···t M
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. . . •. · 1·.·. . TW
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I
L
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I 27/6

.6564 127
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11
40
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.8295
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A977

I

1115

2.385

I
.4430

I 47/16

.9746

.4430

1225

4.666

rl~11f5

~:~j2VJZ77

jnrl846

1200
1100
Transect
1
1
f 2200
f 570
Length
Note: Track index expresses number of tracks observed per 100m per 100 hours sampled.
*Wolf track counts are depicted as 'number of animals/number of events'. The influence of pack
structure on the individual's decision to use a corridor may make number of events a more
:Iegitimate measure of wolf use.

Minnewanka Corridor
Only two species were documented in this corridor: sheep and wolves. Sheep
tracks and feeding sign were observed on the upper portions of the transect, on
the open grassy knolls of Mount Inglismaldie.
Wolf tracks were documented across the transect three times in early February,
after ice had formed on Lake Minnewanka. Activity centred around a number of
elk carcasses left by wolf researchers on the shore of Lake Minnewanka (to lure,
dart and radio-collar a wolf). While in the area, the wolves used the lower
portions of the corridor, immediately above the hydro dam between Two Jack
and Minnewanka Lakes (Figure 5). Although only 6 animals were tracked across
the transect, as many as 18 wolves scavenged the carcasses on Lake
Minnewanka at one time.
Use of the Minnewanka Corridor was lower than the winter of 93/94 when a
similar transect was monitored and used by deer, coyotes, a cougar, wolves and
sheep (see Minnewanka Study Area, Heuer 1995). Part of the discrepancy may
be the late start to sampling this past winter. More than 380 hours were sampled
in 93/94 compared to only 277 in 96/97 .
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Two Jack Corridor

Only animals crossing Two-Jack Lake were recorded across the transect. Some
deer and elk activity was observed along the shores of Two-Jack Lake but only
wolves and coyotes were tracked across the ice (Table 2).
A pack of 13-15 wolves travelled across the lake three times: once at the
southern end of the lake in early January, and then twice, back and forth from the
east side of the lake in early February (Figure 5). The sequence in early
February linked the Fairholme benches with the bait station on the shore of Lake
Minnewanka.
Canal Corridor

Wolves were the only species documented to cross the canal- in six places
during two days (early Jan and early Feb) (Figure 5 and Figure 5b). All but one
of the group crossings were made across recently formed ice and centred around
the site proposed by TransAlta for a wildlife crossing structure (Figure 5b). Four
wolves swam across the canal approximately 700m south of this area in early
January (Figure 5b). While crossings by wolves were relatively frequent, track
sequences suggest that they continue to parallel the canal for long stretches usually to either end - before crossing across the buried penstock below
Johnson Lake Road(Figure 5).
Like Two Jack Lake, tracks of many other species were noted to either side of
the canal but not across it. These include deer, elk and cougar. On three
occasions lone cougars were tracked in the area. In one instance, the cougar
avoided the canal, two other times it approached and paralleled the canal for
1500m before returning in the direction from which it had come (Figure 5 and 5b).
Flowing water, not ice cover, typified the conditions of the canal during all of
these approaches.
Recommendations - Canal Corridor
Recommendations from the Bow Valley Study (1997) include construction of a
wildlife overpass over the canal. Our sole recommendation is to encourage
Parks Canada and TransAlta Utilities to proceed with plans to install the
overpass this spring (1998). Wolf crossing locations across the canal during
freeze-up suggest that the proposed site will be ideal.
The six wolf crossings of the canal recorded last winter should not undermine the
need for a wildlife crossing structure: evidence suggests that such crossings are
highly dependent on extremely cold temperatures to freeze the flowing canal,
and crossings of the canal were not documented for any of the other species
recorded along the edges of the canal (see cougar sequences, Figure 5) .
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Penstock Corridor

Five species and almost a ten-fold increase in wildlife activity over all other
corridors in the study area was documented across the buried penstock (Table
2). The diversity and levels of use of this corridor are comparable to last year's
records (see Stevens and Owchar 1997).
Since burial of the penstock in 1994/95, wildlife movement between the canal
and the TCH fence has increased dramatically, taking full advantage of the 570m
gap that was once constricted to a 10m-wide road and a 100m slope in full view
of the TCH. Indeed, wolves and cougar tracked through the corridor use all but
the open slope above the TCH to link the lower Cascade area with the Fairholme
benches (Figure 5).
Wolf use of plowed roads in the area is high. Three of the 16 events where
wolves crossed through the Penstock Corridor occurred on the 10m-wide
Johnston Lake road bridge. Similarly, 11 of the more than 20 wolf sequences
tracked in and adjacent to the area made use of plowed roads. Of the eleven
sequences, we were able to discern that three of them occurred at night, the
other eight may have occurred at night or during the day. Nonetheless, the low
level of automobile traffic appears acceptable to the Cascade wolf pack, despite
their regular avoidance of similar but much more concentrated road stimuli along
the TCH.
Summary - Two Jack Canal Study Area

The Banff Park Management Plan (1997) sets targets to better protect the
Fairholme bench lands as the largest intact block of secure wildlife habitat in
BNP's montane ecoregion. The above results identify the Penstock Corridor
between the canal and the TCH as the most important route for wildlife to access
this area from other parts of the Park.
The lack of diverse and frequent large mammal movement across Two Jack
Lake and the Canal suggests that open water, poor ice conditions and the
absence of security cover continues to discourage wildlife movement into the
upper sections of the Fairholme benches. Plans to construct a wildlife crossing
structure over the canal should mediate much of the problem. Wolf crossings
across temporary ice bridges this past winter suggest that the proposed site for
this crossing structure is ideal.
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HEAL Y CREEK STUDY AREA (Sunshine- TCH Junction)
Area Description and Available Corridors

The Healy Creek study area is in the Bow Valley approximately Bkm west of the
town of Banff and surrounds the area around Five-mile bridge and the SunshineTCH interchange (Figure 1). The area is unique in that the fenced highway
corridor bisects the east-west oriented Bow Valley, from north to south, from the
slopes of Mt. Cory to the slopes of Mt. Bourgeau (Figure 6). Physical and human
use attributes for each of these corridors are detailed in Stevens et al. (1996).
The purpose of monitoring wildlife movement in this area is to assess how wildlife
interact with the TCH fence and underpasses given four choices to move along
the river valley:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Slopes of Mt. Bourgeau
Healy wildlife underpass
Five-mile bridge
Slopes of Mt. Cory

Results and Discussion
Four transects measuring a total of 2052m were monitored for tracks from the
upper slopes of Mt. Cory to the slopes of Mt. Bourgeau (Figure 6). Observed
tracks are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Counts and indices of tracks in four available wildlife movement corridors
in the Healy Creek Study Area 1996/97.
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Cory Slopes Corridor

The south-facing slopes of Mt. Cory witnessed the highest numbers and diversity
of tracks of all available corridors through the study area (Table 3). Elk, sheep
and deer tracks were most common.
Cougar activity was the highest recorded in three winters of monitoring in the
area (Stevens et al. 1996, Stevens and Owchar 1997). In contrast, wolf activity
in this corridor was the lowest recorded in three years. Almost all wolves tracked
through the corridor used the Edith TCH wildlife underpass immediately east of
the study area to link the Cory Slopes Corridor with Vermilion Lakes (Figure 7).
Five-mile Bridge Corridor

All species using Cory Slopes Corridor, except cougar, also used the 190m-wide
Five-mile Bridge Corridor under the Trans Canada Highway (Table 3). Numbers
were lower for all species except wolf, which seemed to prefer the 5-mile Bridge
route over the Cory Slopes and Edith underpass route to link the Healy Pits area
with Vermilion Lakes (Table 3).
Although wolves passed through the corridor four times, only two of the events
were tracked (Figure 7). Both sequences travelled on the railway tracks, three
wolves in January and four in March. One of the sequences occurred at night,
the time of day for the second event is unknown.
Recommendation - Five-mile Bridge Corridor
In the three-winters of monitoring corridors in this study area, cougar tracks have
never been recorded in the Five-mile Bridge Corridor. Partial explanation may be
a loss of tracks if cougars travelled along the road or railway. Another
explanation may be the lack of cover in an otherwise narrow and exposed
corridor that also contains a major road, a railway line, and is in full view of the
Trans Canada Highway that spans the corridor from above. Consequently, we
recommend that vegetation be planted and some logs/rocks transported into
open areas underneath and within 100m to either side of Five-mile Bridge.
TCH Healy Underpass Corridor

Of the four available corridors in the Healy Study Area, the Healy underpass saw
use by the least number of species (Table 3). However, the 7m-wide underpass
was the favoured route for wolves travelling through the study area (Table 3,
Figure 7). Wolves were the second highest recorded users of the underpass
after elk (Table 3) and were documented in numbers three to four times higher
than the previous two winters.
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Although recorded through the underpass in 94/95, cougar tracks were not
observed in the Healy underpass this past winter.

Bourgeau Slopes Corridor
Cougar, lynx, deer, elk, coyote and sheep activity was recorded along the slopes
of Mt. Bourgeau on the south side of the Trans Canada Highway (Table 3).
Cougar activity in the area was the highest recorded in three winters of
monitoring (Stevens et al. 1996, Stevens and Owchar 1997). None of the
cougar sequences ventured west of the study area on this side of the TCH - all
sequences looped back from the western end of the corridor and returned east
towards the Sunshine Ski Area access road (Figure 7). Fencing and crossing
structures for the newly cleared right-of-way for the Trans Canada Highway
twinning project were not yet complete. Since completion of fencing and wildlife
crossing structures last fall (1997), one cougar has used the highway overpass
near the western end of the Bourgeau Slopes Corridor (T. Clevenger, pers.
comm.).
The newly cleared twinned highway right-of-way may have been responsible for
the lack of wolf activity noted in the Bourgeau Slopes Corridor this past winter.
For the first winter in three years of monitoring, wolves were not recorded on the
south side of the TCH (Table 3, Stevens et al. 1996, Stevens and Owchar 1997).
In past years, wolves used this area to circumvent the end of the highway fence
. 'west ofthe TCH-Sunshine highway interchange. A cleared right-of-way nearly
twice as'Wide as previous winters may have proven too much of a barrier to wolf
movement given the availability of alternate routes through the area via Healy
Underpass, Five-mile Bridge or the slopes of Mt. Cory.

Summary - Healy Creek Study Area
A significant shift in wolf use away from the slopes of Mt. Bourgeau and towards
the Healy TCH Underpass was noted in the winter of 96/97. For the first time in
three years, wolves were not recorded crossing the end of the TCH fence west of
the TCH-SSV highway interchange and used the Healy TCH Underpass in the
highest recorded numbers in three winters of monitoring. The combination of a
more formidable barrier (newly cleared right-of-way for highway twinning) and a
growing acceptance for the Healy Underpass may be responsible for this shift in
wolf use of corridors in the Healy Creek Study Area,
Whereas wolves were recorded most often using valley-bottom routes through
the highway underpass and Five-mile Bridge, cougar and lynx activity was noted
only on the forested slopes to either side of the highway. Limited cougar use of
the Healy Underpass has been noted in past years (95/96) but never in the Fivemile Bridge Corridor. A plausible explanation is the lack of hiding cover and a
significant chance of human disturbance (CPR and Highway 1A) in the corridor .
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Our sole recommendation for the area is to improve vegetative cover underneath
and to either side of Five-Mile Bridge.
Large mammal monitoring should continue in this study area - to help assess the
effectiveness of the newly completed TCH animal overpass west of the TCHSSV highway interchange.
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UPPER HEAL Y CREEK STUDY AREA
Area Description and Available Corridors
The Upper Healy Creek study area encompasses 2km2 immediately downstream
of the confluence of Healy and Sunshine Creeks. The eastern boundary is
approximately 1km downstream of the Sunshine Ski Area Parking lot. The study
area is located approximately 6km east of the Continental Divide. Heuer (1995)
provides a detailed description of physical and human use characteristics of the
area.
The purpose of monitoring this area is to assess the preferred route of travel for
large mammals travelling around or through the Sunshine Ski Area parking lot.
In past years, it was hypothesized that a single wildlife movement corridor
encompassed the entire Healy Creek valley including the Sunshine Parking lot,
from the cliff of Bourgeau to the cliff of Eagle Mountain. After four winters of
monitoring animal movement through the area, we now know that little wildlife
movement occurs through the parking lot and that the majority of animals using
the area in winter traverse the south facing slopes of Mt. Bourgeau. We have
therefore subdivided the discussion of this area into two movement corridors: 1)
the upper slopes of Mt. Bourgeau; and 2) Eagle Mountain (Figure 8).

Results and Discussion
One 590m-long transect was monitored for tracks from the cliffs of Mt. Bourgeau,
across Healy Creek to the cliffs of Eagle Mountain (Figure 8), Observed tracks
are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4: Counts and indices of tracks in two available wildlife movement corridors
in the Upper Healy Creek Study Area 1996/97.
UPPER ...
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Note: Track index expresses number of tracks observed per 100m per 100 sampled .
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Upper Bourgeau Slopes Corridor

Coyote, deer, elk, lynx and sheep tracks were recorded in the lower 200m
section of the Upper Bourgeau Corridor (Table 4). As in past years of this study,
signs of deer and sheep feeding and bedding were also documented in this area.
Coyote activity was the highest recorded in four years of this study. Cougar used
the area in two of the past three winters but were not documented this year
(Heuer 1995, Stevens and Owchar 1997).
Two lynx were tracked inside the corridor this past winter- one in November and
another in March (Figure 9). High avalanche hazard prevented tracking and
mapping approaches and exits to the corridor on both occasions.
Recommendations - Upper Bourgeau Slopes Corridor
1) No further development within the upper Healy Creek Valley, including parking
lot expansion at the base of the gondola lift. We suggest that Parks Canada
limit ski area expansion to the number of skiers that can be supported by
existing parking facilities.
2) No snowmaking in the Healy Creek or Sunshine Creek valleys downstream of
Sunshine Village. Noise levels associated with snowmaking may deter some
species that are sensitive to human activity (see Whitehorn Corridor, Lake
Louise Study Area).
Slopes of Eagle Mountain Corridor

Coyotes were the only large mammals tracked on the south side of Healy Creek
(Table 4). Higher snow depths and penetrations are a likely explanation for most
animal avoidance. Unfortunately, high skier and snowmobile traffic on the two
ski-outs that traverse these slopes bias our results from discovering animal
tracks on either of these packed surfaces.
Summary - Upper Healy Creek Study Area

The Healy Creek drainage provides wildlife with a direct and topographically
moderate route between high quality habitat in the montane, subalpine and
alpine ecoregions of Banff Park. Due to large accumulations of snow in winter,
the true potential of this route is likely realized in spring and summer, when
animals follow the phenology of plant emergence up the elevational gradient.
In addition to its important role in linking low and high elevation habitat, the Healy
and Sunshine Creek drainages are well oriented to provide a linear path for
wolves, grizzly bears and other wide-ranging animals to travel between the Bow
and Kootenay river valleys (Mattson 1993) .
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The most direct threat to wildlife movement through this area is a proposal to
expand car park facilities at the base of Mt. Bourgeau (see Eccles and Strom
1994). Mattson (1993) goes so far as to estimate that the proposed expansion
would affect both local and regional grizzly bear populations.
Both this study and those by Wedgewood (1993), Eccles and Strom (1994),
Heuer (1995), Stevens et al. (1996) and Stevens and Owchar (1997) identify the
lower south facing slopes of Mt. Bourgeau as the most preferred wildlife travel
route through the area. Plans to expand the parking facility outlined in Eccles
and Strom (1994) will result in the complete loss of forested cover for a section of
the corridor. While the impacts on ungulates are expected to be minimal, large
carnivores that are more wary of human activity are likely to be directly impacted
by this loss of security cover.
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CASTLE JUNCTION STUDY AREA

Area Description and Available Corridors
The Castle Junction study area is located 27km west of the Town of Banff at the
junction of Altrude Creek with the Bow River (Figure 1). Altrude Creek and its
associated valley and ridges, offer wildlife with one of the major low-elevation
routes between the Bow and Kootenay River Valleys via Vermilion Pass (1690m
a.s.I.). A description of the physical and human use characteristics of the area
is provided in Heuer (1995).
The purpose of monitoring this area is to document interactions of large
mammals with the TCH interchange, its associated fences and culvert crossing,
and tourist accomodation at the Castle Hostel and Bungalows Resort.
Three corridors are hypothesized for wildlife movement in the area (Figure 10):
1) Slopes of Castle Mountain
2) River flats
3) Slopes of Storm Mountain

Results and Discussion
One 5500m-long transect was monitored for tracks from the cliffs of Castle
Mountain to the top of the S-bend on Highway 93S on the slopes of Storm
Mountain (Figure 10), Observed tracks are summarized in Table 5 .
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Table 5: Counts and indices of tracks in three available wildlife movement
corridors in the Castle Junction Study Area 1996/97.
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Note: Track index expresses number of tracks observed per 100m per 100 hours sampled.
*Wolf track counts are depicted as 'number of animals/number of events'. The influence of pack
structure on the individual's decision to use a corridor may make number of events a more
legitimate measure of wolf use.

Castle Slopes Corridor
As in past years of this study, the Castle Slopes Corridor hosted the highest
number of large mammals of all corridors in the Castle Junction Study Area
(Table 5). Wolf, wolverine and lynx have all been recorded in the corridor in
previous years but never before in the same year. Lynx use this past winter was
the highest recorded in four years (see Heuer 1995, Stevens et at 1996, Stevens
and Owchar 1997) ..
Most ungulate tracks were recorded in early winter. Elk activity was the highest
recorded in this corridor since monitoring began four years ago and was
concentrated in the lower 1500m of the corridor. Sheep tracks were recorded
only in the highest interval and deer tracks were found at all elevations. Goat
tracks (recorded in the past) were not observed.
Coyote activity was concentrated in the lower sections of the corridor whereas
the three lynx and two wolverine crossings were in the upper half of the corridor
(see Figure 11). The tracked lynx followed the compacted Rockbound ski trail for
approximately 1000m on two occasions .
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A total of eleven wolves were tracked through the corridor on four occasions, all
in the lower half of the corridor. The wolves (members of the Bow Valley pack)
commonly used the Bow Valley Parkway, the Rockbound ski trail and other trackset trails in the corridor for 200-600m at a time (Figure 11).

River Flats Corridor
A lone moose was recorded through the area (Table 5) - only the second year
that moose have been recorded in this corridor since the study began four years
ago. For the first time in four winters of monitoring, elk use of this corridor was
lower than Castle Slopes.
For the first time in four winters, wolves were not tracked through the River Flats
Corridor (Table 5). Two track sequences show that they approached and left the
area via the Castle Flats Corridor but circumvented the constricted area between
the river and the CPR by crossing the 1A Highway and using the lower sections
of Castle Slopes (Figure 11). Increased noise and human activity during
construction at the nearby Castle Mountain Bungalows Resort throughout the
winter may have influenced this shift away from the River Flats Corridor.
Early in the spring (April 1997) the Bow Valley wolf pack did pass through the
Castle Flats Corridor following much the same route they have in past years
(between the (iver and CPR - see Heuer 1995, Stevens et al. 1996 and Stevens
and Owchar 1997).
Similar to past years of monitoring, none of the large carnivore tracking
sequences in either the River Flats or Storm Slopes corridors showed use of the
existing culvert-style TCH wildlife underpass immediately east of the highway
interchange. Intensive monitoring of the underpass by highway researchers (Nov
1996 - May 1997) documented use by deer, elk and coyotes (total of 12 animals)
but not by carnivores (Clevenger et al. 1997).
Recommendations - River Flats Corridor
1) Continue to monitor the culvert-style highway underpass and end of the TCH
fence west of Castle Junction for wildlife crossings. Mitigation of the fenced
highway interchange in the form of an open-span underpass or overpass
should be developed in the event that some species continue to avoid the
existing culvert-style underpass.

Storm Slopes Corridor
Coyote, elk, lynx, moose, and wolverine were recorded crossing the Storm
Slopes transect (Table 5).
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Lynx activity across the transect was the highest recorded in four winters.
Numerous bedding sites and three kill sites of squirrel and one of a hare suggest
that lynx use the area as habitat and not as a movement corridor.
Lynx were tracked as far south as Storm Mountain Lodge and as far north as
Smith Lake (Figure 11). All lynx crossing the transect also crossed Highway
93S (N=15). Although two of the tracked lynx sequences ventured close to the
TCH, neither crossed the busy highway.
Moose were recorded on 5 occasions within the Storm Slopes Corridor. On three
occasions the animal approached the highway but turned back at the snow plow
furrow. Moose tracks were also observed along the Altrude creek survey transect
(Figure 10).
Wolverine were recorded in the Storm Slopes Corridor for the first time in four
winters of monitoring. The lone animal was tracked from near Storm Mountain
Lodge to the east end of the TCH fence at Castle Junction. It crossed 93S once
but never ventured farther than 250 m from the TCH or 93S (except for a short
foray into the government summer camp along Altrude Creek) (Figure 11). The
wolverine dug along the fence of the Castle dump in two locations and
scavenged a salmon tin and an empty beer can.
Although not recorded across the transect, seven Bow Valley wolves were
recorded east of the 93S highway, below Smith Lake, in early December 1996
(Figure 11). The track was lost due to falling snow.
Summary - Castle Junction Study Area
The Castle Junction study area is situated at the confluence of two major valley
systems: the Bow and Vermilion/Kootenay watersheds. Moderately low and
gentle, Vermilion Pass offers wildlife and humans with an easy route across the
Continental Divide Bkm south of Castle Junction.
Castle Junction is uniquely positioned to serve as an important gateway for
animal dispersal and long range movement between these two important lowelevation montane habitats. Indeed Paquet (1994) has recorded interaction
between the wolves that normally range in the Bow Valley west of Banff townsite,
with individuals that occupy territory in Kootenay National Park. McTavish
(unpublished data) has further recorded wolf dispersal out of Kootenay Park into
the Columbia Valley and subsidiary drainages farther south near the British
Columbia - United States border. Woods (1991) recorded the dispersal of a
collared elk from the Bow Valley 70km into the Kootenay drainage.
While east-west wildlife movement along the Bow Valley through Castle Junction
seems functional (Castle Slopes Corridor), there seems to be little movement
from the popular south-facing slopes on the north side of the Bow Valley, across
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the TCH to the slopes of Storm Mountain and Vermilion Pass. To date, this fouryear monitoring program of wildlife movement in the Castle Junction area has not
documented use of the culvert-style underpass at Castle Junction by either of the
large carnivore species that use adjacent areas (i.e. lynx and wolves).
Past years' monitoring documented wolves and lynx using a circuitous route
around the end of the TCH fence instead of the more direct route through the
wildlife underpass (see Heuer 1995 and Stevens et al. 1996). Proposals to
further twin and fence the TCH west of Castle Junction will soon occlude use of
this indirect route.
Should the above trends be supported with additional field data, costly mitigation
such as a wildlife overpass or a wide (>30m) underpass with vegetative cover will
be required before further highway twinning and fencing proceeds .
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LAKE LOUISE STUDY AREA
Area Description and Available Corridors

The Lake Louise study area is located in the subalpine ecoregion of the Upper
Bow River Valley of BNP (Figure 1). Tributary drainages within the study area
include Bath Creek, Louise Creek, Paradise Creek, Corral Creek and the
Pipestone River. The area is flanked by Whitehorn Mountain to the north-east
and Fairview Mountain to the south-west. The study area contains approximately
2km2 of flat, valley-bottom lands and 7km2 of forested slopes with less than 20
percent open meadow. The study area's proximity to the Continental Divide
results in snow accumulations that often exceed 180cm in depth.
The purpose of monitoring this area is to document and assess the influence of
the TCH, the Hamlet of Lake Louise, the Lake Louise Ski Area, the collection of
hotels near Lake Louise itself (Chateau, Deer Lodge and others), and the
network of roads that connect all these developments on large mammal
movement.
Two corridors are hypothesized for wildlife movement in the area (Figure 12):
1) Whitehorn Corridor
2) Fairview Corridor
Results and Discussion
One 10240m-long transect was monitored for tracks from the cliffs of Mt.
Fairview to the Ptarmigan Chutes area of Corral Creek (Figure 12). Observed
tracks are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6: Counts and indices of tracks in two available wildlife movement corridors
in the Lake Louise Study Area 1996/97.
! WHITEHORN
!FAIRVIEW

I Total

Index

I Total

Index

.1301
.0163
:0325
.1050

!27

.0176

MOOSE
PORCUPINE

[192
124
\48
1155
12
120

WOLf··.

I

WOLVERINE

15

.0033

.0026

ALL ANIMALS

pl436

.2954

.0612

COYOTE DEER
ELK
LYNX

DIVERSITY OF . .
$P:ECIESi< .....

nAvgHQur~Sarnpled

I
13
154

.0014

.0019
.0351

1

17

.0135

.0046

it)
129581.29.28

Transect Length
I 4990
1 5250
Note: Track index expresses number of tracks observed per 100m per 100 hours sampled.

Whitehorn Corridor
As in past years, the diversity of large mammals using the Whitehorn Corridor
was higher than in the Fairview Corridor (Table 6). Moose and wolf activity
absent in the Fairview Corridor occurred on the slopes of Whitehorn Mountain.
In addition to more diversity, activity levels for species that occurred in both
corridors was always higher within the south-facing Whitehorn Corridor (Table 6).
Moose, elk, deer and coyote activity was concentrated in the lower portions of
the corridor with all ungulate activity being recorded in the early months of winter.
Lynx activity in the Whitehorn Corridor is extensive (Figure 13). Meandering
sequences, rest sites and hunting behaviour interpreted from 80% of the track
sequences suggest that lynx use the area more as habitat than as a throughmovement corridor. Most lynx activity is concentrated in the least disturbed
portion of the corridor: a 1km-wide strip of forest between the ski area and
gondola base that is functionally split into two corridors by the incised canyon of
the Pipestone River (Figure 13). One of these corridors is a 100m-wide swath of
forest between Lake Louise Ski Area Parking lot and the Pipestone Canyon. The
other route is a 400m-wide swath between the canyon and the base of the Ski
Area gondola (Figure 12).
Lynx sequences were also followed across ski runs above the base lodge of
Lake Louise Ski Area (Figure 13). All crossings avoided lower portions of the ski
runs, within 500m of the base lodge area. Crossings of the ski runs generally
occurred where the clearing was less than 200m-wide. A large lynx was
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observed by the public in the ski area and along the 1A highway east of the ski
area five times during the winter.
Information about traditional lynx crossing points through the ski area was
communicated to the Racecourse Director of the World Cup Downhill at Lake
Louise (Dec/Jan 96/97). As a result, four-meter high racecourse fencing was
erected last and removed first at these locations and openings were provided
between races. In contrast to past years where lynx movement was completely
blocked by the fence (Stevens and Owchar 1997), two lynx crossings were
recorded through the fence openings this winter.
Wolverine tracks were tracked through the Whitehorn Corridor five times (Figure
13). Similar routes were followed each time: across the ski area access road
within 100m of the favoured crossing points for lynx, and continuing through
restrictions between the gondola base, the Pipestone River Canyon, and the ski
area base facilities (Figure 13).
1996/97 was the first in four winters of monitoring where wolves did not pass
through the Whitehorn Corridor (Table 6). Wolves from the Bow Valley Pack
entered the study area on one occasion but did not cross through the corridor.
Instead, they paralleled the Lake Louise Ski Area, travelling upslope on Lipalian
Mountain, as far north as Ptarmigan Chutes. A visual observation of wolves
under Ptarmigan chairlift was reported by the public but was unconfirmed with
tracking. Where wolves have crossed through the corridor in past years, it has
also been through the two gaps between the Ski Area parking lot and the
gondola base (see Stevens et al. 1996, Stevens and Owchar 1997).

Recommendations - Whitehorn Corridor
The most important area for wildlife movement in the Whitehorn Corridor is the
area between the Lake Louise Ski Area and the gondola base. Human
development, in the form of roads and ski area facilities, imposes a 1km-wide
restriction on wildlife movement that is further reduced to one 1DDm-wide corridor
and one 4DDm-wide corridor by the incised Pipestone River Canyon. This area is
the most important area for wildlife movement in the entire valley at Lake Louise
and deserves special management. Recommendations are as follows:
1) Prohibit any development that further narrows movement routes between the
gondola base and the Lake Louise Ski Area.
2) Measure road traffic along the ski area access road to assess the proportion of
time wildlife movement is blocked by vehicles. Mediate any concerns with
caps on traffic volume or proven wildlife crossing structures.
3) Continue to communicate with racecourse personnel at Lake Louise Ski Area
to mediate the barrier effects of racecourse fencing on wildlife movement.
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Fairview Corridor

Coyote, elk, lynx, porcupine, and wolverine activity was observed within the
Fairview corridor during the 1996/97 study period. Lynx account for the majority
(55%) of this activity. Lynx and coyote activity in the corridor was higher this year
than for the previous two winters (Stevens and Owchar 1997, Stevens et al.
1996). In contrast to past years, moose and wolf activity was absent (Table 6).
The level of lynx activity in the corridor was the highest recorded in four winters
of monitoring. Patterns of lynx movement were consistent with results from the
past three years of monitoring.
Lynx repeatedly favour the same two crossing points along Louise Drive: 1)
200m south of the Bow River bridge; and 2) below the curve in Louise Drive
before Moraine Lake turnoff (Figure 13). Like lynx movement across the valley in
the Whitehorn Corridor, lynx on the Fairview side prefer areas of good forest
cover, especially when close to human development. The large, treeless slope
adjacent and west of Louise Drive (between the two major crossing points) was
strongly avoided by lynx and their use of the area around the Chateau Hotel
avoided parking lots and other large openings (Figure 13).
Wolverine tracks were documented in the corridor four times (Table 6). Three of
the sequences were tracked - two across Louise Drive at one of the favoured
crossing points for lynx, and a third contouring the slopes of Mt. Fairview,
towards the Plain of Six Glaciers. Wolverine had been tracked along similar
routes in the past two winters (Stevens et al. 1996, Stevens and Owchar 1997).
Wolves were not tracked through the Fairview Corridor - a first in the four winters
of wildlife corridor monitoring at Lake Louise. However, tracks of 3-4 wolves
were observed west of the corridor, along the closed section of the 1A Highway.
All members of the Bow Valley Pack were known to be in the Spray River Valley
at the time, leading us to believe that these wolves were members of the Yoho
pack or outside dispersers.
In previous years when wolves have travelled through the Fairview Corridor, their
point of crossing on Louise Drive has also been at the upper of the preferred
crossing points for lynx (Stevens et al. 1996).
Recommendations - Fairview Corridor
The most significant impact on wildlife movement through the Fairview Corridor is
likely to be vehicle traffic on Louise Drive. Traffic volumes are already high along
this road and may impede wildlife movement at certain times of the day and year.
Further development of any facilities serviced by Louise Drive will increase traffic
volumes on the road. We feel it is important to measure current traffic volumes
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and assess whether or not they leave enough opportunity for wildlife to move
through the area.
1) Measure road traffic along Louise Drive to assess the proportion of time
wildlife movement is blocked by vehicles. Mediate any concerns with caps on
traffic volume or proven wildlife crossing structures.
Summary - Lake Louise Study Area

The location of the Lake Louise Study Area, just east of one of the most easily
traversed passes across the Continental Divide (Kicking Horse Pass), and at the
confluence of the Upper Bow and Pipestone drainages, makes it an important
link for wildlife populations to connect major river systems (especially Bow and
Columbia).
The approach of 3-4 unknown wolves to the western portion of the Fairview
Corridor is an appropriate reminder of how animals disperse from one territory to
another or explore the boundaries of their normal home range. In the future, and
as long as wildlife movement through the Lake Louise area continues to occur,
such movements could rescue a Bow Valley population of wolves decimated by
fire, disease or vehicle collision (32 wolves killed by autos and trains in past 10
years in BNP).
At present, two relatively undeveloped wildlife corridors exist through the Lake
Louise Area. One (Fairview Corridor) is approximately 1.2Skm wide, the other
(Whitehorn Corridor) is more constricted, split by the Pipestone River Canyon
into one 100m-wide gap and another 400m-wide gap
The largest threats to wildlife movement through both these corridors is vehicle
traffic along the roads that bisect them. On the north side of the valley, the Lake
Louise Ski Area access road must be crossed by all animals using the Whitehorn
Corridor. On the south side of the valley, Louise Drive must be negotiated by
animals passing through the area between the Chateau Hotel and the Hamlet of
Lake Louise. Servicing popular tourism, accommodation and recreation areas,
both these roads see high levels of traffic. Traffic volumes need to be monitored
and assessed for their potential to block wildlife movement.
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